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Joe Gibbs Racing and Novant Health expand healthcare partnership

Novant Health is the official sports medicine provider for the racing teams

CHARLOTTE, N.C. (PRWEB) March 07, 2018 -- Novant Health and Joe Gibbs Racing (JGR) announced
today that they have expanded their healthcare partnership. Novant Health is now the official sports medicine
provider for JGR, providing specialized orthopedic care, rehabilitation, athletic training, wellness services and
consultants for performance potential.

With this partnership, Novant Health is the exclusive health care provider of sports medicine care to JGR’s four
Monster Energy NASCAR Cup Series teams and three NASCAR XFINITY Series teams. The health system
provides athletic trainers, sports medicine physicians, a team orthopedist, and on-site corporate wellness and
medical services at the team’s training facility and at the racetrack. Additionally, performance training support
will be provided by Novant Health Sports and Performance Medicine powered by EXOS.

“By joining forces with Novant Health, we’ll be able to provide our team members with a full spectrum of
health care, wellness and training expertise,” said Coy Gibbs, chief operating office for JGR. “They’ll be by our
side day in and day out as we train and at the track on race day with coordinated health care that will help our
team excel and focus on safety and performance.”

JGR selected Novant Health not only for the advanced medical care it provides to professional athletes, but
because of the close alignment of the mission and culture of the two organizations. The personalized, expert
and coordinated care from Novant Health, including integrated medical records and an on-site nurse
practitioner, will help the drivers, pit crews and team members perform at the top of their game and get them
back to the track quicker. Novant Health’s experience providing care to high-performance sports teams and
athletes, including NASCAR drivers, Olympians and professional athletes, also factored into the decision.

“We are proud to be part of the Joe Gibbs Racing family,” said Dr. Bryan Edwards, Novant Health orthopedics
system service line leader. “As a leader in their sport, they excel not only in performance racing but also in
caring for their team members.”

Novant Health will work closely with JGR to evaluate and improve the performance quotient of the athletes,
conducting screenings and providing performance nutrition guidance and performance coaching that integrates
seamlessly with their existing training regimen. On race day, Novant Health athletic trainers will be by the
athletes’ side to ensure the safety of the pit crew on the track and provide pre-competition treatments and
medical care, with remote support to assist in triaging any issues or concerns at the track in real-time.

About Novant Health

Novant Health is an integrated network of physician clinics, outpatient facilities and hospitals that delivers a
seamless and convenient healthcare experience to communities in Virginia, North and South Carolina, and
Georgia. Named in 2016 by Becker’s Hospital Review as one of the nation’s 150 best places to work in
healthcare, Novant Health network consists of more than 1,500 physicians and over 26,000 employees that
provide care at over 470 locations, including 14 medical centers and hundreds of outpatient facilities and
physician clinics. In 2016, the health system provided more than $725.5 million in community benefit,
including charity care and services.
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For more information, please visit our website at NovantHealth.org. You can also follow us on Twitter and
Facebook.

About Joe Gibbs Racing

Joe Gibbs Racing (JGR) is one of the premier organizations in NASCAR with four Monster Energy NASCAR
Cup Series teams, three NASCAR XFINITY Series teams and a driver development program. Its 2018 driver
lineup will consist of Denny Hamlin, Kyle Busch, Daniel Suárez and Erik Jones in the Monster Energy
NASCAR Cup Series. Meanwhile Christopher Bell and Brandon Jones will each run full time in the NASCAR
XFINITY Series, joining Kyle Busch, Daniel Suárez, Denny Hamlin, Ryan Preece and Kyle Benjamin, all of
whom will run partial schedules. In addition, Riley Herbst and Ty Gibbs are currently in JGR’s driver
development program. Based in Huntersville, North Carolina, and owned by Joe Gibbs — a three-time Super
Bowl winner as head coach of the Washington Redskins and a member of the Pro Football Hall of Fame —
JGR has competed in NASCAR since 1992, winning four Cup Series championships and five XFINITY Series
owner’s championships along with more than 280 NASCAR races, including four Brickyard 400s and two
Daytona 500s.
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Contact Information
Jennifer McQuilken
Novant Health
http://www.novanthealth.org
+1 704-617-2631

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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